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About This Game

0.6 is now available! New Grav-gun, updated visuals, enemies & gameplay! (0.6 currently contains the tutorial and level
1)

0.5 containing all 5 levels is available in the Beta branch which can be accessed by right clicking on Cyberdrifter in
your Steam library, clicking on properties, then click Beta tab and then selecting beta build1

---

Join the Cyberdrifter team, a specialised force tasked with infiltrating systems virtually and terminating all rogue A.I. in
Cyberspace!

Step into the role of a military-trained computer specialist and prepare to do battle with an army of corrupted A.I. in this intense
futuristic sci-fi shooter.

Key features:

Movement type: Smooth Locomotion
Adjustable movement options: Movement speed, smooth rotation, snap rotation or 360 room scale.

Comfort Vignette (0.6 build)
Choice of forward movement from Controller or head direction

Control types: Hold trigger & point controller in desired direction or traditional thumbstick control (Oculus Touch) and
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trackpad control (HTC vive)
Left or Right hand option

Battle through 5 intense action packed levels and 4 boss battles! (0.5 Build)
Master using your gun, bullet deflecting shield and shield disruptor to combat the rogue A.I.
New "Grav Beam" now available - "Grav-pull" enemies & utilise their firepower! (0.6 build)

Compete with players for a position on the global leaderboard!

Music composed by: Nicole Marie T, Nathan Boler, Bensound, teknoaxe
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Title: Cyberdrifter
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
UziGames
Publisher:
UziGames
Release Date: 9 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit

Processor: i5 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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cyberdrifter. cyberdrifter vr. cyber profit ltd

Video Review: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JzJbLSx-rA

Ratings-
Overall: 8
Gameplay: 9
Addictiveness: 8
Graphics: 8
Audio: 7

You play as an orb that has to collect particles to use as both offense and defense. The standard swarm mode is awesome, but
even better is the PVP and the sandbox. Fight other people locally or online, fight a bot 1v1, work your way through infinite
waves, or just play with the beautiful particle effects and physics.. Best puzzle game since Portal 2. A nice variation of elements
and the problem solving is engaging. Quirky and funny. Can become addictive and a little frustrating when stuck on a level but
damn does it feel good to solve them!

Would highly recommend. Great value for money.. A dis for improper xbox360 controller support. Call me if they'll fix it.. I'm
sorry but, NO...

If you're 12 this is probably a fun game, but otherwise life is too short to waste time on it. I'll yield that multiplayer might be
enjoyable (it seems like it would with the tournaments and online series) but I lost interest before getting around to trying any of
it.

There are better implementations of the Wacky Wheels / Mario Kart game type available - MiniBikers is just missing
"something".

And the nauseating F-Zero "steering the world" style pov does not help matters on the short, tight-cornered tracks. Some people
actually like it, but after 5 minutes I wanted to yell at my shoes.. small, lightweight bullet hell game -
you are defencing the base, and lots of enemies approaching you - as you are upgrading your gun, bullets speed, start shoot with
multiple bullets, you kill more and more, however, you still can't be perfect, i'm afraid :)
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Great Game! It's just a shame that the controller support is a bit messed up!
. Quite good! I wish the developer would put some more work into this game. Really fun little timewaster IMHO.. Just brutal!. I
must've killed hundreds of FBI and it still wasn't enough to stop the cops from swarming us to the point where we had to
abandon one of the trucks. Also I counted only a handful of hardplate SpecOps. This is the best DLC.

P.S. The George Bush mask is back.. Well worth soldiering on through the initial darkness. Whilst it doesn't really get much
brighter, the beautiful story line shines through. An interesting experience overall, despite some exceptions thrown by the RenPy
engine that I was able to ignore.. i like this game since i play it on PSP and now it's on pc so im really excited. Positive:
-Cool graphics
-wolfenstein-esque gameplay
-cool sounds

Negative:
-Extremely pixelly main menu
-no way to change resolution
-no options except for sound
-music doesn't fit the game at all, bitrate too high compared to rest of the game sounds
-mouse controls extremely bad
-only 6 levels, very short
-you only pick up ammo for the gun you have equipped
-can't hit robot enemies without standing infront of them
-enemies stick to your back
-no way to avoid getting hit
-only 3 enemy types
-only 3 guns
-very simple levels, not many doors

Overall pretty bad game. 3\/10. ILLDESTROYTHISENTIREPLANET
DIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHAHAIEEEEEEE. This is not a simulator, is just a game where you click, click, wait, click, wait, wait, click...
in a loop.
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